Curate Your Book Collection

Get Ultimate Flexibility With Books Custom Collections

Project MUSE hosts 100,000+ books from nearly 265 university presses and non-profit publishers. Curate your collection by adding individual titles, or filter by subject, publisher, and date. We can help you gain electronic access for your print holdings, support new programs and majors, or tailor a collection to your course needs.

now on muse
Access Thousands of New Latin American Books

Significant humanities and social sciences research is published daily across Latin America, but it hasn’t always been easy to access online. Project MUSE is committed to elevating the global visibility of quality scholarship, so we worked with the Seminar on the Acquisition of Latin American Library Materials (SALALM) to understand library needs and with the Association of University Presses of Latin America and the Caribbean (EULAC) to establish relationships with dozens of Latin American publishers to bring you a wealth of new titles in Spanish.

EXPLORE LATIN AMERICAN TITLES
muse.jhu.edu/latin-american-books
Our Subject Area Coverage Includes:

Literature  
History  
Philosophy and Religion  
Global Cultural Studies  
Gender Studies  
Politics and Policy Studies  
Native and Indigenous Studies  
Film, Theater, Dance, and Music  
Education  

African Studies  
Asian and Pacific Studies  
Latin and Caribbean Studies  
Language and Linguistics  
Public Health and Health Policy  
Poetry, Fiction, and Creative Non-Fiction  
and many more...

Interested in Learning More?

PROJECT MUSE BOOKS  
CUSTOM COLLECTIONS  
muse.jhu.edu/books-custom-collections

FOLLOW US ONLINE

twitter.com/ProjectMUSE  
facebook.com/ProjectMUSE  
linkedin.com/company/projectmuse  
youtube.com/@projectmusetv

Benefits of Purchasing With Project MUSE

- All titles are DRM-free with unlimited simultaneous use, downloading, and printing—ideal for both research and classes.
- We offer discounts for larger collections and welcome shared collection inquiries from consortia. You control the titles in your custom collection, so you’ll never have to worry about duplicating ones you own elsewhere. Acquire a few books as needed, or expand your subject coverage with a large purchase of essential titles from trusted presses.

Empowering Your Next Discovery  
Built on the Johns Hopkins University campus  
P: +1 410.516.8989  
E: muse@jhu.edu  
2715 N. Charles St  
Baltimore, MD 21218-4363 USA